Services Overview

How can I help you?
My passion is supporting authors with a vision to change the world through their writing. Whether
you’ve just started writing or you are ready to publish, I would love to support you as you walk through
each part of your writing and publishing journey. Click here to book a free consult to get started!

Publishing Consult

Copy Editing

As an independent author, you may need
support with questions around production,
distribution, printing, and marketing your book.
My one-on-one publishing consults are helpful
for addressing specific questions, getting some
direction, and outlining best next steps as
needed during your indie publishing journey.

Once your manuscript is complete, I can provide
a professional copy edit, which addreses
correctness, clarity, consistency, readability,
and adherence to Chicago Manual of Style. It’s
the “heavy lifting” of the micro-editing phase,
and I will ensure the reader can move through
your content well. Note: Copy editing should be
completed before your book is professionally
formatted in InDesign.

Booked in 30-minute increments.
30-minute call - $60

Priced by word count - $0.025-0.035/word

Editing Calls
Most authors choose these editing calls when
they have specific chapters they want to go
over. This is a great way to receive some
developmental feedback without paying for
a full developmental edit. Editing calls can be
over my conference line or Zoom.
30-minute call - $45
60-minute call - $75

Book Marketing Consults
Are you ready to take your marketing efforts to
the next level? We will walk through some best
marketing practices and help you discover the
book marketing efforts that fit your vision and
goals.
30-minute call - $100 + follow up

Proofreading
This edit takes place after the book has been
formatted by a typesetter and is in PDF format.
The proofreader is responsible for correcting
any remaining typos and grammatical/spelling
errors that remain after the revision process.
As your proofreader, I will also note issues with
formatting or spacing, margins, citations, page
numbers, correct table of contents, and properly
assigned headers and footers throughout.
Priced by word count - $0.020 per word

I’m here for you!

The services listed on this price sheet are a sampling of my most popular editing and
consulting services. I also offer writing coaching, developmental editing, and outlining
sessions. If you would like more information about these services, please reach out for
a custom quote at beth@inspire-books.com.

www.inspire-books.com

